FOODEX PREVIEW
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the latest ConveyorControl for unit han-
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dling conveyors designed around zero pres-

tubeless

design promises
the industry's

smallest footprint. Compared

to the

equivalent 30hp model
from the company's J Series, the

sure accumulation.

The drum motors have been designed
to be the most compact, hygienic. energy
efTicient, maintenance-free conveyor drive
curently available on the market. They
provide a quick and easy rvay of building
belt conveyors fbr logistic handling or integrating into food processing and packaging

SRT Series is 40 per cent smaller.

equipment.

Using a combination of in-house modelling with computational fluid dynamics and

Interroll will also shorvcase its
Synchronous Drum Motors developed specifically lbr the food processing sector. The

finite element analysis, the Pure Optimised
design of the SRT Series makes the new
boiler durable and reliable in operation. In
addition, with up to 6:1 turndown and featuring a fully modulating burner, the SRT
also promises an 84.5 per cent gross (93.5
per cent net) thermal efficiency and 99.5 per
cent steam quality from a fully water backed

mo:t powerlul. eners) ellicient generation
of drum motor rvith an r.rltra hygienic design
in accordance r'vith EHEDG. it features
as standard IP66 and IP69K sealing systems. making it the ideal solution for wet
and high pressure rvash do"vn applications.
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design with no refractory.

The range features self compensating
stress relief architecture that virtually

crates and baskets.
Sister company Oddy has built its reputation in the specialist field of 'morning goods'

removes longitudinal stress and deflection
absorption. Stand J300A

production systems. Under the Novatek
brand, the organisation can install tailored
lines that incorporate facilities ranging from
dividers, moulders and proofers to finishing
tables, roll panners and conveyor systems.
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washing systems and bakery production.
On show from Oliver Douglas is its self
contained, all stainless steel Panamatic,
Rotary Jet and Trayline designs. The
Panamatic series of pot, pan, tray and utensil washing systems can be specified in a
choice of sizes, each of which benefits from
minimised water changes, alternative heating systems, economic operation and ease of
maintenance. Batch loads of a range of production equipment, from trays to bins and
containers are optimised with the Rotary
Jet units, while the Trayline series provides
optimised cleaning and handling for boxes,
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Ishida Europe
Ishida Europe is inviting visitors to bring
their own packs to the stand to be tested
for contaminants, leakages or other quality
control issues. The comparty is running a
competition, with visitors invited to select
a box of confectionery to run through the
Ishida x-ray machine. Anyone choosing a
box with a contaminant will then be entered
into a prize draw to win an iPad.
Demonstrating quality control capabilities will be its recently launched AirScan
leak detector, which uses advarced laser
technology to identify leaks of CO, from
holes as small as 0.3mm in sealed MAP
packs at speeds of up to 180 packs per

Pacepacker Services
Pacepacker Services

will

showcase new

autemated case loading solutions. Three

new inventions, using Fanuc and

Festo

robots, will demonstrate how the company
has successfully automated laborious manual retail case/crate loading tasks found

tr9ygg

its advanced
RV series,
ideal for

in many food factories. With a fast ROI,
the Cartesian Case Loader Cell can pick
and place an aflay of packaged foods with
precision and efficiency. The robot cell
incorporates a Cartesian style robot and a
multi purpose Fanuc M20-iA/35M articulated robot arm to load and palletise retail

fresh and fro-

crates simultaneously.

productive, is essential to being able to cater

zen foods
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Interroll
Interoll rvi1l exhibit its range of conveyor

minute.

Also on show is the IX-GA-4075 x-ray
system, alongside a 14 head multihead
weigher from

to

100

of

Incorporating Festo mechatronic motion,

the twin-axis Cartesian Case Loader robot
picks individual products from a single line
or entire layers and packs them into secondary trays or cases. Capable of speeds in the

packs

per

minute.
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compoients and integrated drive solutions.

Newsmith Group

This rvill include hygienic drum motors
fbr belt conveyors, DC powered and non

Operating divisions of the Newsmith Group,
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Oliver Douglas and Oddy

will

exhibit

region of 120 to 180 packs per minute, the
system allows users to pick and place with
different accelerations, decelerations and an
infinite number of positions. StandL229
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